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Abstract: The automated enrichment of mass-digitised document collections using techniques such
as text mining is becoming increasingly popular. Enriched collections offer new opportunities for
interface design to allow data-driven and visualisation-based search, exploration and interpretation.
Most such interfaces integrate close and distant reading and represent semantic, spatial, social or
temporal relations, but often lack contrastive views. Inspect and Compare (I&C) contributes to the
current state of the art in interface design for historical newspapers with highly versatile side-by-side
comparisons of query results and curated article sets based on metadata and semantic enrichments.
I&C takes search queries and pre-curated article sets as inputs and allows comparisons based on
the distributions of newspaper titles, publication dates and automatically generated enrichments,
such as language, article types, topics and named entities. Contrastive views of such data reveal
patterns, help humanities scholars to improve search strategies and to facilitate a critical assessment
of the overall data quality. I&C is part of the impresso interface for the exploration of digitised and
semantically enriched historical newspapers.
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1. Introduction
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Text mining produces an overwhelming amount of data which promises new perspectives on large-scale document collections. Such data help researchers to identify patterns
but also call for visual support in the analysis [1]. Digitised historical newspapers, in particular, lend themselves to text mining since they are available in large quantities and
offer rich information for diverse research interests [2,3]. For example, recent data-driven
analyses traced content flows across titles [4–6] and detected semantic shifts for a datadriven, bottom-up approach to the history of ideas [7,8]. The majority of users in the
humanities and in history in particular, however, focus on search and exploratory content
retrieval tasks [9–11], where exploration is understood as "comprehending the information
space and expressing evolving search intents for iterative exploration and retrieval of
information” [12], p. 1. While the idea of comparison—“one of the most basic scholarly
operations” [13]—is at least implied in the majority of all exploratory interfaces, dedicated
platforms for the side-by-side comparison of text document sets are rare.
In this paper, we introduce Inspect and Compare (I&C), which is part of a novel
interface for the exploration of semantically enriched historical newspapers. Its main
contribution to the current state of the art in interface design for such document collections is
its ability to reveal similarities, differences and overlaps across user-curated sets of historical
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newspaper articles based on metadata and semantic enrichments (https://impresso-project.
ch/app/compare (accessed on 10 August 2021)). The component was developed for
historians with very limited expertise in data science/visualisation, based on their needs
expressed during user workshops to identify relevant content from the corpus and to
gather different perspectives on the materials they were working on. This translated into a
versatile, yet simple interface, which offers multiple search and filter functions to allow
users to compile and compare article sets for a wide range of research interests and help
them generate a multitude of contrasting views on the data they study. In this paper,
we exemplify these interactions with three usage scenarios: query improvement, content
exploration and data criticism. We prioritise these needs over the integration of more
advanced data science techniques. The latter would yield insights into specific research
topics, such as rumour spreading or misinformation [14] at the expense of overall versatility
and would result in a significantly steeper learning curve for our target users.
I&C is part of the impresso web interface for the exploration of digitised and semantically enriched historical newspapers (https://impresso-project.ch/app/ (accessed on 10
August 2021)). The interface integrates text-mining-based semantic enrichments, design
and data visualisations in generic workflows for content discovery and (digital) source
criticism [15]. It was developed by the interdisciplinary research project impresso. Media
Monitoring of the Past (https://impresso-project.ch (accessed on 10 August 2021)) and
brought together computational linguists, designers, software developers and historians to
open up digitised collections of multilingual historical newspapers for data-driven content
search, discovery and data criticism. In partnership with the national libraries of Switzerland and Luxembourg, the Swiss Economic Archives, the State Archives of Valais and
newspapers Neue Zürcher Zeitung and Le Temps, the project created a multilingual (fr, de,
lu) corpus of Swiss and Luxembourgish newspapers and developed a technical architecture
that reflects the idiosyncrasies of digitised historical newspapers to facilitate data storage,
enrichment and access, which is described in [16]. Table 1 offers an overview of the corpus and its enrichment; the interface offers more detailed information on its composition
(https://impresso-project.ch/app/newspapers/ (accessed on 10 August 2021)). The main
contribution that the impresso interface makes to the current status quo in interface design
for historical newspapers is an iterative query-building workflow across multiple interlinked components that is driven by semantic enrichments generated during the project.
This workflow encourages users to weave together insights gathered through advanced
search, the exploration of ngram frequencies, named entity and topic distributions, text
reuse and image similarity detection as well as article recommendations.
Table 1. Overview of the size of the impresso corpus and its enrichment. These numbers reflect the
status quo at the time of writing and prior to a planned corpus expansion.

Item

Count

Newspaper titles
Newspaper issues
Pages
Content (articles, adverts, etc.)
Words
Linked named entities
Topics per language (fr, de, lu)

76
600,919
5,429,656
47,798,468
12,493,358,703
530,086
100

Related Work
Interfaces for historical newspapers that also target non-academic audiences use data
visualisations mostly to represent article and keyword distributions over time [17,18]. More
analytic data visualisations for expert audiences in media history and libraries focus on
the distribution of metadata within corpora (e.g., number of images, text length, missing
data) [19], often also in combination with spatial data [20,21].
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Within the visual analytics research community, there is an overwhelmingly large
literature on the usage of interactive visualisations for the exploration of textual data which
justifies the creation of a survey of surveys on the topic [1]. For an overview of visualizations
of text-based data, see the Text Visualization Browser (https://textvis.lnu.se/ (accessed
on 10 August 2021)). While exploratory comparisons are among the most common tasks
for such systems, to our knowledge, I&C is the first component of its kind that allows
side-by-side comparisons of semantically enriched sets of text documents. Its development
was inspired by product comparison websites, which typically represent different products
in columns and group their exact specifications by categories in rows below. For an example
see https://www.pricerunner.com/ (accessed on 10 August 2021)). This principle is, of
course, not new and dates back to the early 1990s, when “interactive tables” first allowed
rapid overviews of product specifications, making it easier to compare them and to identify
outliers [22,23]. Such side-by-side ranked lists are also used to compare, for example,
search engine results [24] and, in combination with Venn diagrams, to compare gene
lists [25]. Regarding the data-driven comparison of document sets, more distantly related
works focus on statistical corpus composition in linguistics [26], the (visual) exploration of
probabilistic document classifications, such as topic modelling [27,28] or content overlap,
e.g., in text reuse [29].
Our usage scenario on search query improvement shares the same underlying motivation as work on query expansion, which comprises of techniques that “reformulat[e] the
user’s original query to enhance the information retrieval effectiveness” [30], p. 3. Earlier
work in the field dating back as far as the mid 1990s already used data visualisation to
indicate the significance of search terms and experimented with with enhanced bar charts
to visualise keyword relevance per retrieved document [31–33], included histograms and
tag clouds to illustrate keyword relevance [34], made use of circular layouts to allow for
interactive query comparison [35] and made use of interactive 2D scatter plots [36].
The focus of I&C instead lies on article sets and less on search terms. We compare the
features of the retrieved documents and emphasise overlaps and dissimilarities between
different types of article sets which can be either query results or user-curated article sets,
called “Collections” within the impresso interface. Queries in I&C can also be significantly
more complex compared to those analysed above and may include multiple filters and
Boolean expressions.
Data quality problems, understood as instances when data do not have sufficient
fitness for use [37], can severely affect the outcomes of analyses. Despite efforts to design
strategies for improved data quality, to detect flaws and to compensate for them, they
continue to be a concern for researchers [38]. While much work in the field focuses on
data cleansing [39], others have demonstrated that interactive visualisations can play an
important role to flag different types of anomalies [40,41]. I&C offers far less sophisticated
analytical tools and was not designed for data cleansing operations but, as we seek to
demonstrate below, offers an accessible interface for its target audience which can nevertheless reveal important insights into overall data quality and its impact on content retrieval
and exploration.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Interface Design
The side-by-side comparisons of article sets enables both a content-based comparison
and an awareness of the spatial, temporal, linguistic distributions of the compared queries
and collections. I&C is split into two views: “Inspect” (Figure 1) displays the relative
distribution of metadata and semantic enrichments using small multiples of bar charts
and a three-column layout for the two sets to compare (A) on the left and (B) on the right,
as well as the intersection with articles that are part of both sets in the centre. The bar
length is proportionate to the highest value per object group and column. By default,
(A) displays the last query that users were working on to encourage them to compare
it with either a new query or a precompiled collection of articles in (B). Generally, any
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combination of queries and collections can be compared against each other. Queries and
collections can be further refined using search and filter operations based on topics, named
entities, newspaper titles, countries of origin, dates, languages and user-curated collections
(Figure 2).

Figure 1. Overview of the I&C interface with an example query for “titanic” and “lusitania”.

Figure 2. “Refine” view to add additional filters to queries and collections.

The results in all three columns are ranked by frequency and yellow highlights reveal
the position of corresponding hits across all columns. Like the rest of the impresso interface,
I&C allows users to shift between distant and close reading views. Article sets in each
column can be inspected in detail and additional information about each result item—
e.g., biographical details about a person entity and its distribution across the corpus—can
be obtained with a single click (Figure 3). Where the “Inspect” function reveals similarities,
“Compare” (Figure 4) uses diverging bar charts to highlight the discrepancies between two
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sets. To increase legibility for highly divergent values, users can choose square root scale
over the default linear scale. Bars can be sorted by largest overlap in percent or by absolute
number of articles. The two views complement each other: “Inspect” offers overviews
of the distribution of enrichments and metadata in (A), (B) and their intersection, while
“Compare” emphasises the relative proportions of value distributions.
Usage scenarios best illustrate I&C’s abilities; in the next section, we present three
distinct yet related usages of the component: (1) improving search query composition, (2)
content exploration, i.e., to observe (dis)similarities and overlaps in the distribution of
metadata and semantic enrichments, and (3) data criticism, i.e., to assess the composition
of the corpus and the quality of the semantic enrichments.

Figure 3. Contextual information about a linked named entity.

Figure 4. Comparison of the linked entities “Martin Luther” and “Huldrych Zwingli”.

2.2. Computational Complexity
I&C retrieves its data from the impresso system, which facilitates data storage, enrichment and indexing. Software that offers data query interfaces usually keeps its data
at different levels of normalisation, which often depends on the size of the data and
the type of queries performed. Small data sets can be kept highly normalised in relational SQL databases that offer great flexibility in querying data. As the data size grows,
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like in impresso, indexes need to be added to the database. If queries are known in advance, they can be built almost entirely around indices and normalisation of data becomes largely redundant. This increases memory requirements but decreases CPU use.
Therefore, for impresso, we opted for denormalised data structure stored in a Solr cluster
(https://solr.apache.org/features.html (accessed on 10 August 2021)). All article metadata
that can be relevant for researchers is stored alongside the articles and is indexed, allowing
us to use the faceting capability of Solr for executing predefined queries. This method
allows us to avoid heavy use of CPU and retrieve facets from indices which most of the
time are loaded into RAM or can be retrieved from the cache on disk. Table 2 gives an
overview of execution times for the queries we discuss throughout this paper.
Table 2. Execution times in seconds for the queries displayed in Figures 1 and 5–8 averaged over
three runs.

Query

Duration

Std. Dev.

Figure 1
Figure 5
Figure 6
Figure 4
Figure 7
Figure 8

0.92 s
1.23 s
0.72 s
0.81 s
0.75 s
0.69 s

0.20 s
0.19 s
0.13 s
0.37 s
0.18 s
0.01 s

Figure 5. Identifying previously unknown articles by subtracting one set of articles from another.

Figure 6. Comparing time periods—“titanic” around 1912 and around 1998.
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Figure 7. Screenshot from “Compare” which contrasts the string “eltsine” and the linked entity “Boris Yeltsin”.

Figure 8. Screenshot from “Inspect” displaying keyword searches for “titanic” filtered by film-related topics (left) and by
seafaring-related topics (right).

The back end part of our software is written using Node.js (https://nodejs.org/
(accessed on 10 August 2021)). It adds little overhead to the Solr engine execution times
and, in some cases, reduces them by executing queries in parallel. We use D3.js (https:
//d3js.org/ (accessed on 10 August 2021)) for data visualisation on the front end. Data
retrieved from the back end are already in the suitable format and do not need to be
transformed again, which also reduces the overhead.
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3. Results
3.1. Improving Search Queries
Advanced search for content retrieval is considered to be the preferred way for historians to engage with digitised newspapers [9–11] and was one of the focus areas for the
design of the impresso app. Its development was accompanied by a series of co-design
workshops, first to help identify user needs and later to validate previous development
(https://impresso-project.ch/activities/timeline/ (accessed on 10 August 2021)). In one of
these workshops, historians described their experiences with related interfaces and stated
that small tweaks in the formulation of search queries often yielded significantly different
results. Continued experimentation with such tweaks helped them maximise the number of
articles they retrieved. However, the process was described as cumbersome and lacking in
transparency since it was often unclear exactly where the differences and gains between two
queries were.
I&C allows a more systematic approach to the optimisation and comparison of search
queries. See Figure 5 for an example: in (A), we exclude a previously created user collection
with articles on the Battle of Arnhem (1944). This means that (A) now contains a pool
of all 40 million articles, except for those we already know to be relevant. In (B), we run
an experimental new query which uses the keyword “arnhem” in combination with a
war-related topic, which yields 603 articles. In this case, the intersection column shows
that 314 of these articles were also found in (A) and, consequently, are not yet part of the
collection. As close reading confirms, many of them are indeed relevant hits and should be
added to the collection. With this setup, users can try out many different queries in rapid
succession, observe differences between them, thereby iteratively improving queries or
building collections of articles.
3.2. Content Exploration
Comparisons can offer valuable contextual information which help with the interpretation of patterns observed in the data. In Figure 6, we illustrate how I&C reveals change
over time by applying a date filter on top of the query for “titanic” around the years 1912
(A) and 1998 (B). In the latter column, mentions of the Titanic movie cast and production
team and other players in the film industry completely overshadow those of the people
involved in the historical event (note that we did not filter out any coverage of the historical
event here).
For the next example, we compare the coverage of German reformer Martin Luther
and his Swiss counterpart Huldrych Zwingli in our Swiss–Luxembourgish corpus. Figure 4
shows a comparison based on automatically detected linked person entities and reveals
that Luther was detected significantly more often, but that Zwingli was identified disproportionately less often in the Luxembourgish press and in French-language newspapers in
general. Also of note is the unexpectedly small overlap of 52 articles in which both entities
were detected.
3.3. Data Criticism
Historical source criticism emphasises the importance of the circumstances under
which historical artefacts of any kind were created and preserved. Knowledge of these
circumstances is key to their interpretation. The same principles apply for the analysis
of digitised sources and the use of tools and interfaces, forcing historians to adjust their
methodological toolkits and to reflect on the consequences of the digital transformation of
their sources [15,42] and how they interact with them [43,44]. The impresso interface sought
to reflect these debates and to offer transparency, especially regarding the composition and
enrichment of corpora and the techniques for exploring them (https://impresso-project.
ch/theapp/usage/ (accessed on 10 August 2021)). As with any similar system, output
quality inevitably varies depending on the quality of the input: newspapers were digitised
at different points in time and especially the quality of OCR and layout recognition can
vary significantly, also impacting the quality of any subsequent semantic enrichment [45].
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Within I&C and the impresso interface in general, data quality problems are therefore
considered a given and inevitable. The data quality assessment workflow we exemplify
here is a crucial step in obtaining an understanding of the opportunities that such flawed
data offer and to identify their limits. In other words, interfaces such as impresso offer
answers but, much like Greek oracles, it is not always clear to which questions, meaning that
they may lead astray those who do not exercise cautious interpretation and self-reflexivity.
To exemplify how I&C can help assess the varying quality of enrichments, we have
chosen the examples of named entity linking and topic modelling, beginning with linked
named entities and the example of former Russian President Boris Yeltsin. In Figure 7,
we compare a string search for “eltsine” (French spelling) with a search for the linked
entity “Boris Yeltsin”. Blue segments on the bars in (A) indicate the proportion of articles
for different newspaper titles which would be missed by a search for the linked entity
alone. While combinations of keywords, such as “eltsine” + “jelzin” (German spelling),
could increase recall, they are more likely to reduce precision and retrieve false positives
(in this case, these could for example include references to a vodka brand). On the other
hand, entity linking will also capture synonyms associated with the linked entity, but at
the expense of a significant bias toward social elites, which is caused by repositories used
to coreference entities. There is no obvious choice to make in this instance; the task at hand
will determine which search strategy should be chosen or whether a combined approach
will yield better results.
A variation of the previous example shows how I&C can help shed light on the impact
of topics as filters. In Figure 8, (A) shows a keyword search on “titanic” filtered by filmrelated topics. In (B) we also run a query for “titanic” but filter for seafaring-related topics.
The frequencies over time reveal the consequences: (A) lists, for the most part, articles
around the time that the 1998 film came out, whereas (B) shows a clear spike around the
time the ship sank in 1912. A closer inspection of the noticeable spike in (A) around the
year 1912 reveals that film-related topics were assigned to 199 articles, even though most
of them are not directly related to films. Topics are generally a salient means to identify
semantic themes in a corpus but they remain fuzzy because of their probabilistic nature.
This experiment gives users an idea of how this fuzziness manifests itself.
4. Discussion
In spring 2020, we asked 10 domain experts (8 historians and 2 librarians) to review the
impresso interface to collect feedback that could guide the development of the final version.
All reviewers had previously worked with different interfaces for digitised historical
newspapers, and two reviewers were themselves involved in projects similar to impresso and
had a more specific interest in its development. To ensure sufficient time for familiarisation
and realistic conditions for testing, all reviewers were asked to test the app in their own
time, using a topic they were familiar with, and to document their experiences while doing
so. They received a form which listed the main interface components and offered brief
explanations of their functionality together with illustrations of their intended usage, links
to example queries and links to all available educational materials. For each component,
the reviewers were encouraged to answer questions on perceived relevance, validity of
results obtained and possible improvements, and to mention the research topic they chose
to test the interface on.
Positive feedback on I&C pointed to the opportunity to obtain a high-level yet precise
overview of search results, overlaps and contrastive views, which served to provide meaningful insights and guide further exploration of the corpus, not least because of the close
link between distant and close reading views. One reviewer considered I&C an enrichment
of their historical research workflow, while others named it their favourite component in
the interface. Negative feedback included criticism of the complexity of the I&C interface
and the high density of information, which prompted us to offer additional documentation and learning resources (https://impresso-project.ch/theapp/usage/ (accessed on 10
August 2021)). Suggestions included a more granular approach to date filtering (which
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was since implemented), the optional removal of the centre column, and the possibility
of comparing more than two queries/collections, which we did not implement because it
was likely to lead to a significant increase in complexity.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented Inspect and Compare, a component which facilitates
the comparison of newspaper article sets within the impresso interface for semantically
enriched historical newspapers. I&C targets humanities scholars, especially historians,
and was designed to facilitate a seamless interaction between close and distant reading
whilst also helping researchers to identify overlaps and (dis)similarities across queries and
collections. We demonstrated the capabilities of the simple yet versatile interface with three
scenarios which covered search query improvement, content exploration and data quality
assessment. The feedback we obtained during a preliminary review and during more
informal one-to-one demo sessions suggests that I&C serves researchers by helping them
to identify overlaps and (dis)similarities, as expected. The opportunities related to query
and search strategy improvement as well as data criticism are less obvious to users and
need to be actively advertised. They yield important insights that are part of an iterative
learning process during which users familiarise themselves with the opportunities and
limitations of the semantic enrichments and the capabilities of the interface.
There are multiple possible avenues to expand a system like I&C. One of them is
more interactions between the system and the user, e.g., to guide user attention towards
potential data problems or statistically significant patterns as exemplified by [40]. Another
direction are opportunities for more advanced data analytics. While semantically enriched
historical newspapers do not offer data as equally rich and diverse as contemporary social
media, skilled researchers can nevertheless take inspiration from analyses such as those
discussed in [14], which may also inform future efforts in the enrichment of historical
document collections.
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